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Abstract. The increasing complexity and certification needs of cyber-physical systems (CPS) requires improved methods 

of dependability analysis. Fault injection (FI) is an experimental-based way for safety analysis of a system which is mainly 

divided in model-based, software-based and hardware-based techniques. For safety analysis during model-based develop-

ment, FI mechanisms can be added directly into models of hardware, models of software and/or models of the system. This 

approach is denoted as model-implemented hybrid FI. The availability of a modelling environment such as Simulink allows 

for early stage verification of FI experiments to analyze the correct behavior of the system-under-design. This results in a 

reduced time and cost by testing at early stages of the development process. This paper presents an automated framework to 

inject faults in the Simulink model. The framework is not only limited to injection at the model-in-the-loop (MiL) level but is 

also applicable at other approximation levels in model-based testing such as hardware-in-the-loop (HiL).  The modeler instru-

ments the model with FI blocks to specify which faults need to be injected and when they should be injected. This model is 

converted to a fault-injected model and a FI orchestrator that allows the FI experiment to run automatically. The framework is 

completely build upon the generative technique of model transformation, allowing it to be ported to other formalisms and tool 

environments. 

 

Keywords: Cyber-Physical System, Model-Implemented Fault-Injection, Model Transformation, Safety Anal-

ysis.  

1 Introduction 

Humans use their cognitive abilities to make their lives more comfortable. By merging embedded systems with 

electro-mechanical systems, automation of time consuming or error prone tasks became available. This resulted 

in e.g. advanced automobiles, trains, medical technology and manufacturing plants. With the increase of market 

pressure and increased need for more features such as autonomous decision making, safety regulation and more 

efficiency in terms of power and cost, novel methods, techniques, and tools are required to create this next gener-

ation of CPS.  

CPS are systems that combine computational and networking components together with physical components 

[1]. The computational part of a CPS has different components which have a predefined task that comprises e.g. 

controlling mechanical actuators, computing the new state of the system or monitoring the system context using 

a set of physical and virtual sensors. Designing a CPS therefore also requires a multi-disciplinary approach.  

Because of this complexity and the huge impact on our daily lives, most of the current and future CPS are also 

dependable systems. Dependable system, and more specifically safety critical system, are systems that need to be 

reliable and resistant to failures, specially failures that can endanger or damage humans, environment or equip-

ment. To keep the complexity of the system design at bay, engineers adhere to standardized processes to create 

more dependable systems. These standards define process constraints on all levels of the process such as design, 

development and testing, etc. to assure that the final product is safe and reliable [2]. An example of such standard 

is the ISO 26262 standard [3]. It is intended to be applied to safety-related systems that include one or more 

electrical and/or electronic (E/E) systems and that are installed in series production passenger cars. The ISO 26262 

standard specifies that FI could be used in the development process. This recommendation raised the issue of the 

role of FI in the design phase, which is a difficult problem that has not been fully investigated.  

FI is a well-studied verification technique that has been applied to many different targets, e.g. operating systems 

(OS), embedded software, and more recently at the model level. In safety engineering, the use of FI is twofold [4-

5]: 

• FI is used for testing different fault tolerant mechanisms that are embedded in the system. The safety standard 

is requirement driven, this means that all requirements have to be verified and that each line in the software 

can be traced to a (set of) requirement(s). To allow the testing of these fault-tolerance mechanisms, FI tech-

niques at both the level of the hardware (or their models) and the software (and their models) are a necessity. 
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• Second, FI can be used as a supporting technique to hazard and risk analysis: It allows to identify the different 

fault modes during fault identification. By analyzing the traces of the FI, the propagation of errors can be seen. 

This leads to the detection of possible new failure modes and the cause for this failure. 

However, this raises the question which faults have to be injected when and where, as it is impossible to inject 

all possible faults, at all different possible places, in all different scenarios and time windows. A structured tech-

nique to reason about a FI experiment is the FARM model [6]. The FARM model describes the set of Faults to 

be injected, the Activation of the faults, the Readouts of the experiments and finally the Measures or analysis of 

the readouts. The conceptual FARM model can be applied at each level of the design process but as mentioned. 

In this paper we model the FARM concept explicitly within a Simulink model such that a domain-expert can 

easily setup FI experiments without the need for other tooling. The contributions of the paper can be summarized 

as follows: 

• Modelling of FI experiments at the model level using the same visual notation that the engineer is comfortable 

with. 

• The generation of FI experimental setups for both MiL and HiL simulation.  

• The consideration of real-time behavior of the application when instrumenting the model for HiL simulation 

such that the tasks do not overrun its real-time deadline. This is to avoid that faults emerge in the behavior of 

the system that cannot be traced to the experiments defined by the user.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background needed to understand the 

contributions presented in this paper. Section 3 introduces the running example which is used to show the contri-

bution of this paper. Section 4 shows the approach followed in this paper to instrument the model and create the 

experimental setups for a FI experiment. Afterwards, in Section 5 we discuss the approach. Section 6, gives an 

overview of the work related to this work. Finally, we conclude in Section 7. 

2 Background 

2.1 Fault injection 

FI is a verification technique that has been available since the 80’s - early 90’s. Today, FI has been applied to 

many different targets: OS, middleware, web services, web servers, embedded systems, etc [2]. FI is an experi-

mental approach to evaluate dependability. Dependability is particularly important when system/software being 

developed is safety critical, where failure can cause a serious hazard or even loss of life. FI techniques can be 

classified as physical or simulation-based. Based on the implementation of FI mechanisms, the techniques can be 

classified as hardware-implemented FI (HIFI) or software-implemented FI (SWIFI) techniques [7].  

In hardware-based FI, faults are injected at the physical level by controlling the environment parameters. Real-

life faults are emulated by injecting voltage sags, disturbing the power supply, heavy ion radiation, electromag-

netic interference, etc. Radiation result in the change of data in parts of the memory like microprocessor internal 

register, program memory and data memory. Production defects and component wear-out can potentially increase 

latency to execute tasks, wrong measurements and loss of response (for example in sensors). Interface problems 

will create package loss, latency and even full loss of communication when a short-circuit occurs. 

Software-based FI refers to techniques that inject faults by implementing it in the software. Different types of 

faults can be injected with software-based FI, for example register and memory faults, error conditions and flags, 

irregular timings, missing messages, replays, corrupted memory, etc. Data memory changes in source code lead 

to control flow errors [8]. Technically, faults are injected within the application or between the software applica-

tion and the operating system (OS)/middleware. In case where the target is the OS itself, faults are embedded 

within the middleware/OS [9]. The faults within the application or middleware/OS are inserted either at compile-

time or at run-time. Software implemented FI methods can be adapted to inject faults on various trigger mecha-

nisms such as exception, traps, time-out, code-modification [10]. 

Finally, simulation-based FI involves constructing a simulation model of the system-under-test and adding 

faults in this model. In most of the literature, the system-under-test is the computational hardware. In that case, 

hardware description languages such as VHDL are injected with faults [7]. With the advent of CPS, the techniques 

of simulation-based FI are also applied to other systems and formalisms. Mostly, a simplified model of a CPS 

consists of a plant and controller which are connected to each other in feedback loop.  
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In safety engineering there needs to be a way to establish if a failure occurs (failure mode) when doing FI 

experiments. One way is to explicitly model the safety requirement of system. These safety requirement models 

can be co-simulated together with the FI experiments to verify the defined safety properties. We will assume that 

the safety properties of the system are modelled using an appropriate language that can detect these failures. An 

example of such a language is a temporal logic such as signal temporal logic (STL). Monitors for STL can auto-

matically be generated for Simulink [11].  Another technique is to compare the trace of a correct system with the 

trace of the experiment run (where a fault is injected). If there is a difference between traces (using an error 

metric), the trace has to be further examined by the expert to define if this result in an unsafe or incorrect behavior. 

2.2 Model-based techniques 

Model-based systems engineering together with model-based design is gaining more interest for the design and 

development of software-intensive and CPS. This results in a development shift from hand-written code to models 

from which implementation code is automatically generated through model-to-text transformations (also known 

as code generation). Furthermore, various disciplines are involved in designing a CPS such as mechanical engi-

neering, control engineering, software engineering, integration engineering [12].  

The major advantage of using model-based techniques is that verification and validation steps can be front-

loaded. This means that users can use their previous experience and/or other developer’s knowledge during the 

development process of the new system-under-design. In traditional design processes, the verification and valida-

tion of the system behavior can only be done when all components are designed and integrated. Model-based 

techniques allow to check system-level properties much earlier in the design process.   

Today, MATLAB/Simulink is a popular tool used in the design, simulation, and verification of software-inten-

sive and CPS. Thanks to extensive automatic code generation facilities, developers often use Simulink as a control 

programming language based on the causal block diagram (CBD) formalism. Simulink uses two basic entities: 

blocks (with ports) and links. Blocks represent (signal) transfer functions, such as arithmetic operators, integrators, 

or relational operators. Links represent the time-varying signals shared between connected blocks. Fig. 1 shows 

the meta-model of a Simulink model. All models in the Simulink language follow the structural rules defined by 

the type model. The semantics of continuous-time causal blocks diagrams map to ordinary differential equations.  

 

Fig. 1. Simulink meta-model 

Model-based techniques are also applied for the testing of systems. Zander in [13] defines model-based testing 

as the technique where the test specification is derived in whole or in part from both the system requirements and 

a model that describe selected functional aspects of the system-under-test. In the literature different test execution 

platforms are defined where the integration with the real computational platforms is increasing. MiL is the first 

integration level where the control model is attached to a plant model. It is done for testing purposes. Software-

in-the-loop (SiL) uses the implementation code in closed loop with the plant model for testing. Processor-in-the-

loop (PiL) uses the production microcontroller to execute the control model in closed-loop with the plant model. 

Finally, HiL simulation, in which the real-time embedded system has interactive simulation with the plant model 

[14]. Because of its rapidness and high precision, it has been widely used in the testing and verification of embed-

ded systems such as automobiles, ships and aircrafts [15-18]. 

2.3 Model transformation 

With the advent of more models in the design of systems, a systematic way to manipulate models is required. 

During the process of design, models have to be converted between different representations (in possibly different 
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modelling languages) that allow different features such as code generation, model checking, simulation, perfor-

mance checking, etc. MTs systematically modify models. Rule-based MT languages work on typed, attributed, 

and directed graphs that represent the model. The transformation rule language can automatically be generated 

from the meta-model of the languages [19]. A transformation rule represents a manipulation operation on the 

represented model. Fig. 2 shows such a MT’s schema. A rule consists of a left-hand side (LHS) pattern represent-

ing the pre-condition for the applicability of the rule. The right-hand side (RHS) pattern defines the outcome of 

the operation. A set of negative application condition (NAC) patterns block the application of the rule. A unique 

label in the pattern elements of the LHS, RHS, and NAC refers to the matched elements. The transformation 

execution decides the outcome of the rule based on these unique labels. 

 
Fig. 2. Example of Simulink transformation 

We design the Simulink MT in this work using the Simulink language based on the tool presented in [20]. The 

transformation language in this tool is based on the T-Core MT language framework [21]. The Simulink MT 

scheduling language is a simple branch-condition-loop language modelled in Simulink. The Simulink transfor-

mation language supports multiple scheduling blocks that have different effects on the model: 

• ARULE: The atomic rule matches a single instance of the precondition pattern in the model and rewrites it. 

• FRULE: The for-all rule matches all the instances of the precondition pattern in the model and rewrites all of 

them in one pass. This can create consistency issues when patterns are overlapping because part of the model 

is already rewritten. 

• SRULE: The SRULE is similar to the FRULE but does not create consistency issues. It basically executes the 

ARULE in a loop until no more instances can be found in the model. 

The schedule is shown at the top level. The schedule emulates an SRULE application using a simple loop with 

an ARULE. The schedule block contains two subsystems, one for the LHS and one for the RHS. Opening the 

subsystems allows us to specify the pre and post condition patterns. The pre-condition pattern matches all combi-

nations of a constant and product block. The post-condition pattern changes the matched constant product block 

into a gain block (removing the product and constant block). The parameters of the gain block are set based on 

the attributes of the matched product and constant block. The color of the new gain block is set to red. The Pre_In-

portOfBlock and Post_InportOfBlock (as well as the Pre- and Post_OutportOfBlock) are abstract blocks. They 

explicitly refer to the input port of the block. To re-attach the post-condition pattern in the model to the previous 

(respectively next) blocks in the model, the MT language needs these constructs. Other abstract blocks can match 

any block, any block with an input port and/or output port, or even only discrete blocks [22]. 

3 Running Example 

We will use a running example to show the contribution of this paper. The example is a case study in Simulink 

which implements a power window. The model contains the DRV_Control, Object_DRV, Debounce_DRV, 

PW_DRV and the plant model in a feedback loop as shown Fig. 3. DRV_Control and Object_DRV are blocks for 

providing system inputs. Debounce_DRV and PW_DRV are our controller. By using FI mechanisms, the safety 
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properties of the control model will be verified. The verification of the plant model will not be examined in this 

paper.  

 
Fig. 3. Use case model 

Our framework considers two possible instrumentation levels, MiL and HiL. For HiL experiments, we use a 

real-time hardware simulator, more specific the dSPACE SCALEXIO HiL box, which enables us to simulate the 

plant model and interact with the real embedded hardware. The controller is implemented on an Atmel board.  

4 Fault Injection Framework  

The goal is to inject faults into the executable model. This framework will be described in three main parts. 

First, we look into the fault library for models in Simulink. Second, we focus on the workflow and experiment 

orchestrator for MiL. Finally, we show the additional workflow steps when applying our framework in a HiL 

setting. 

4.1 Fault library 

By studying possible faults at the hardware level and software level in the literature [5,10], we came up with a 

list of faults that can be injected at the model level. Because most of these techniques are either for hardware or 

software, not all are applicable at the model level. For example, for hardware-based FI we cannot emulate power 

surge, bridging, sporous current and changing program memory or internal hardware component specification at 

the model level. Also, for software-based FI we cannot introduce compile time faults.  However, we can cover 

other faults and inject them at the model level. We distinguish four categories (data faults, latency faults, open 

links, code insertion) at three levels of the computational stack (hardware, software and interface). Also, the faults 

have three different types of nature including permanent fault, temporary fault and intermittent fault. Permanent 

fault remains until end of each simulation, while temporary change the model in only a short time. Finally, inter-

mittent fault is something between permanent and temporary and they repeat periodically. 

• Data  

Data changing comes from changes of data in memory or when data transfer between layers in the computa-

tional stack. Reasons of changes in the data are shown in Table 1. Generally, changes in the data could be perma-

nent or transient phenomena.  At the model level in Simulink, we can easily mimic data changing manipulating 

blocks. These manipulations include changing the value of parameters directly or adding small changes in the 

computational path that changes these parameter values.  

Table 1. Cause of data changing  

Hardware Software Interface 

Noise 

Bit flip 

Wrong measurement 

Stuck at 0/1 

Developer/User mistake 

Buffer overflow 

Small memory 

Share resource 

Resource starvation 

Noise 

Stuck at 0/1 

Bus contention 
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• Latency 

Cause of latency faults are described in Table 2. Delay does not have a permanent nature. In hardware, latencies 

are normally intermittent and are transient in interface and software. Adding a delay block enables us to manipu-

late timing behavioral of hardware and software. 

Table 2. Cause of latency 

Hardware Software Interface 

Component wear out 

Busy component 

Work load 

Synchronizing  
Share resource 

Busy line 

Bus contention 

• Open link 

These faults come from broken wires or broken component in the system. It accrues in hardware and interface 

not in software. Its nature is permanent, and it remains faulty until end of simulation. 

• Code insertion/drop 

 This type of faults happens in software only. It can originate from developer’s mistakes and/or manual intro-

duced bugs e.g. missing parameter incrementation within a loop control structure. By adding and/or dropping 

certain parts of the execution path, framework create control flow errors in software. In Simulink, blocks can be 

added to define a different control flow or blocks can easily be short-circuited. 

4.2  MiL Fault Injection Workflow  

Fig. 4 shows the workflow needed to create a MiL FI experiment in Simulink. We use UML activity diagrams 

to depict the workflow [23]. The process starts at the black circle and ends with the black dot in a circle. White 

round tangles indicate manual activities and yellow round tangles are automatic actives within the framework. 

Diamonds show control flow decisions (in our case for looping the different experiment runs within a single 

experiment). The black bar represents a fork and join node. In between the fork and the join node, the activities 

are concurrently executed.  

• Define Experiment 

 Before starting to annotate the model with FI blocks, the goals of the experiment should be clear. The user 

must define these goals by modelling the properties she/he wants to check. As previously mentioned, temporal 

logics can be used to define such properties. The properties and its monitoring of the control model explicitly 

models readouts and measures of the FARM model. The input scenario also must be selected (or modelled) such 

that a complete simulation is possible. These models are a small but important part of the activation part of the 

FARM model.  
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Fig. 4. FI framework workflow  

• Annotation  

The objective of our instrumentation problem is to create an instrumentation of the elements of the Simulink 

model that are marked for FI. We instrument a block in the Simulink model at the output ports. The framework 

enables the user to indicate which blocks should be instrumented, with what different types of faults, and the time 

at which to inject the fault (explicit time, range and/or simple conditions). The activity takes the control model as 

input. The output is a new annotated model with user defined parameter for the FI experiment. For annotating, 

custom FI blocks that can be configured, shown in Fig. 5, are available. Users need to dedicate a special ID for 

each instrumentation block. In addition to the set of faults, users define parameters for each of the selected faults. 

This includes FI orchestrator settings for activating the saboteur blocks. Saboteurs are the faulty blocks that re-

place the annotation and are responsible for injection the fault at the correct time instant. In Fig. 6 you can see 

power window controller which annotated by user.  

 

Fig. 5. Annotate window 
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Fig. 6. Annotated controller 

• Generate injection model 

This activity transforms the annotated model into a model with the saboteurs added to the model. As an input, 

the model with the fault types and parameters is used. The orchestrator goes over each annotation block and adds 

the correct saboteur blocks in the model. Internally, each of the faults in the fault library has an associated trans-

formation rule attached to it. Fig. 7 shows a part of the transformation rule library in our framework that transforms 

a changing parameter, an open line and does code insertion. Each saboteur can be activated by the switch block 

that either takes the normal (without fault) path or the faulty path. These trigger blocks are activated by the exper-

iment FI orchestrator. 

 

Fig. 7. Part of fault library for MT regarding open line and code insertion  

• Generate model orchestrator 

The orchestrator is generated concurrently with the generation of the annotated model The activity that gener-

ated the orchestrator also uses the annotated model as input. As output it generates an activity diagram and pa-

rameter files that are an explicit representation of the experiment that will run. From this activity diagram the 

framework generates a MATLAB m-script that is used for the MiL experiment. Again, MT are used to generate 

the activity diagram. For this, each fault library rule from the previous activity has a sister rule to generate the 

orchestrator at the same time as the fault injected model. The next subsection shows some more information about 

the orchestrator.  

• FI Execute Experiment  

Finally, the experiment can be run using the generated m-script from the activity diagram. The property models 

provide information about the requirements that are met or violated when faults are injected. 

• Fault injection Orchestrator 

The Orchestrator is responsible for activating the different saboteurs in the correct experiment run. As previ-

ously shown, each saboteur has an input which is triggered by the orchestrator. An abstraction of the fault orches-

trator is shown in Fig. 8. The following activities are shown: 

▪ Initializing orchestrator. The orchestrator must load some files to execute the different simulations. First, 

the FI description contains some fault’s parameter such as range and step size of the latency of a saboteur. 
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Second, the stimuli description contains information of triggering time (or triggering condition). Finally, 

the property description file contains the requirements, condition or functions which fulfilled. The mod-

eled properties in Simulink allow to automate the process of property checking.  

▪ Preparing FI parameter. In this step, the orchestrator gets the fault parameter description according to the 

template and the FI scenario, defined within the experiment. This contains the information on how to 

activate the correct saboteur.  

▪ Load FI template model. In this phase, the orchestrator prepares the FI template model for the experiment 

by loading the parameter into the FI template model. The experiment setup is almost complete and can be 

executed to produce the traces for further analysis. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Orchestrator diagram 

▪ Reset FI model. Before executing the experiment, the orchestrator first resets the plant model and control-

ler model. 

▪ Simulate FI model. According to the parameterized model and the stimuli description, the orchestrator 

runs the simulation from the start to stop time.  

▪ Store readouts. The results or readouts of the experiment are logged in a MATLAB file, used for further 

offline analysis. 
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▪ FI model clean-up. After running the simulation, the orchestrator will clean and reset the model for the 

next simulation run. Next, the orchestrator will check its parameters to find out if it is sweeping a param-

eter finished or not. If there are more sweep parameter, the orchestrator will prepare new FI parameter and 

execute the sweep of the parameter. Finally, the orchestrator checks if there is another saboteur for exe-

cution. If so, it will do the experiment runs of the other faults.  

▪ Analyze readouts. At the end of each experiment, an analysis of the results or readouts is needed. This 

process is offline and is activated by the orchestrator after the complete experiment suite is simulated. To 

enable this, all the readouts are stored for each experiment.  

 

Fig. 9. MiL sample result a. Normal model behavioral b. Faulty model behavioral 

Fig. 9. shows the results of an experiment run. The left-hand side figure is the result of a model without faults 

and the right-hand figure shows the result from a fault within model. The first row, second row and last row are 

in inputs from the up button, down button and output from current sensor which will be active when there is 

something between window and door’s frame or if there will be external force toward window.  We can see in 

normal operation that the window position is changing logically when the up button is active. The window position 

is increasing until the time that the current sensor will be active, then the window stops and goes down for a 

certain time. Afterward, by pushing the up and down button we see that window position is changing. In the faulty 

injected model, the window position is not changing anymore. 

4.3 HiL Fault Injection 

In this subsection we look at the differences in the framework when using it for HiL FI. In HiL, we consider 

the deployment of the control model onto the hardware platform.1 This also requires that the orchestrator is either 

run on the embedded platform or run from an experiment box e.g. the HiL real-time target simulator. Synchroni-

zation between the plant model running on HiL box and the controller should be provided such that the plant 

model and control model are reset and started at the correct times. We implement the orchestrator on the embedded 

board and synchronize with the HiL box using a dedicated general-purpose input/output (GPIO) pin on the hard-

ware. Furthermore, we consider the real-time properties of the control task such that it does not overrun its real-

time bounds, as this could create additional faults that are hard to trace to the injected fault. 

 Extra workflow steps:  To allow for HiL FI, we need to add some extra steps in the workflow model of Fig. 

4. These steps have to be done before starting the MiL workflow.  

Define hardware deployment. The hardware deployment model is needed to allow us to model the injection 

of representative faults that occur at the interface level and other hardware faults (e.g. faulty sensor readings). A 

custom deployment block set in Simulink allows the modeler to model the deployment of the control models onto 

                                                           
1  Note that the hardware setup can contain multiple interconnected hardware platforms and by this, the control model is 

distributed over these hardware platforms. 
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the defined hardware setup. This extra deployment information is used to add extra FI annotation to the system 

model. 

Generating hardware FI deployment model. This step generates the deployment model automatically by 

referring to the hardware model and deployment description. Deployment descriptions contain information about 

the timing of the system components for example, the deadline and worst-case execution time. The output of this 

step is a model with annotation block. In this phase, the framework determines the place for annotation block and 

generates a new model.  

 

Fig. 10. FI deployed model 

Fig. 10 contains FI deployment model from the use case. In this model, the annotation blocks have been added 

at the interconnections (which they are physical part). These boxes are between inputs, plant and controller indi-

cate hardware-based faults such as stuck to value. 

• Generation of the orchestrator 

As previously mentioned, a different implementation of the experiment orchestrator is needed so it can run on 

the embedded hardware. This can be done by transforming the activity model into C-code. We build upon the 

OSEK (Open Systems and their Interfaces for the Electronics in Motor Vehicles) as our real-time OS (RTOS) for 

running the control model. This is reflected in the generated code.  

For representing an example of the generated code, we show a part of orchestrator as pseudo as follow: 

TASK(InputTaskPeriodic) 

{ 

 if (simtime<=SIM_stop){ 

  if (simtime==0) 
  { 

   FIOrchestrator(); 

  } 
  simtime = simtime+stepsize; 

 }else{ 

  if (FI_block <= FI_blockcount){  
   simtime = 0; 

  } 

 }  
 TerminateTask();  

} 

The FIOrchestrator() function is called within a periodically triggered task and initializes the FI and overall 

simulation parameters. This orchestrator  function will take care of the synchronization between the plant model, 

running on the HiL box and the controller, running the embedded hardware and will reset them both when needed. 

This synchronization is a very important step for valid HiL FI simulations. The real-time constraint of the control 

system tasks is also critical for validity of HiL FI simulations. Despite of the additional FI blocks and the FI 

activation of different saboteurs, the tasks must assure to finish before the defined deadline, otherwise real-time 
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behavior of system is not met and, as previously mentioned, faults can originate from this real-time constraint 

violation. 

• Real-time constraints for HiL 

For HiL instrumentation in a real-time environment we want to test the behavioral of model without introducing 

extra fault because of real-time constraints. Therefore, we must assure that real-time behavior of system is not 

violated. We use the slack parameter to define how much extra blocks can be added to the execution of the Sim-

ulink model. The slack time is explicitly modelled during the modelling of the deployment. Fig. 11 shows an 

example of slack time of a task that needs to be instrumented with FI. Both “control task 1” and “to instrument 

task” have the same period (we assume that the deadline of the task is equals the period). The “to instrument task” 

and “the control task 1” are both released at times n×T1 (with n = 1…∞). In our example, “task control 1” has the 

highest priority and runs first. Afterwards, the “to instrument task” runs. Because there is some time left in be-

tween the end of the execution of “to instrument task” and the start of the new period, this extra time is available 

for instrumentation. Note, that we use worst-case execution timings for both tasks. The creation and/or extension 

with other properties, such as memory consumption, is similar. 

 

Fig. 11. Slack in execution of tasks  

Our model for extending the framework with real-time properties is straightforward. The execution model of 

Simulink is based on [24]. We characterize each FI pattern (by transformation rules) to add saboteurs to the ap-

plication. These saboteurs add execution time to the application and this execution time needs to be taken into 

account in order to fulfil the real-time constraints of the application. In certain cases, this is quite small because 

stateless paths in the Simulink model execution will not compute when the other path is chosen. Stateful paths 

however need to be updated and compute every execution step of the Simulink model. The condition blocks also 

always execute every step.   

When all MT rules are characterized, a greedy approach to defining the experiment is created. To avoid over-

runs, the experiment is no longer one schedule with one model, but rather a set of schedules and its instrumented 

models. Now, the slack mapper towards creating the FI enabled Simulink model and schedule count the added 

execution times when applying a rule. It will use a greedy approach for selecting the next instrumentation to apply 

to the model. When there is no possibility anymore to apply an instrumentation transformation (the slack become 

too small), a new orchestrator and model with saboteurs is created. The process repeats until all instrumentation 

requests are fulfilled. For seeing the HiL’s result you can refer to [25]. 

5 Discussion 

In our approach, the readouts and measures of the FARM model are represented by the modelling of (safety) 

properties that can be traced to the safety requirements. The modelling can, in Simulink, be done by the use of 

explicit blocks that monitor a combination of signals in the model. Another approach is to model these properties 

using another formalism. Appropriate formalisms for detecting complex temporal patterns are temporal logics 

such as STL and linear temporal logic (LTL) [26-27]. However, the abstraction level which to specify these logics 

is at a wrong abstraction level. Therefore, we need express these properties at that same level of abstraction as the 

model itself. ProMoBox is such a technique that allows engineers to model properties at a more domain-specific 

level [28].  Properties also specifies what needs to be observed after a specific period, in safety properties referred 

to tolerance time interval. The simulation orchestrator can take this time into account to check if the properties 

are violated or not and reduce the simulation time. The detection using STL can be done either online or offline 

on the traces of the model.  

In this work, we only modelled part of the activation concept of the FARM model. The time to activate an 

event is underspecified in our case. It just uses an explicit list of times to inject the fault or a range of injection 

timings by specifying a start time and stop time with discrete steps. If we want to cover all scenarios, 

time

task control 1 task control 1

0 T1

to instrument task

slack of 
instrumented task

to instrument task
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experimenting overhead will increase and make the approach infeasible. To solve this, domain-knowledge needs 

to be added to the injection time. This can be done using the same property language. The temporal logic can be 

used to create fine grained control over the injection time as it is possible to specify the conditions when a fault is 

activated. For real-time simulation in HiL, we can deploy the monitor on the target or on the HiL box that simulates 

the plant model. If the monitor is deployed on the target, we need to take the computation time of the STL monitor 

into account when experimenting. When it is deployed on the HiL box, all the necessary signals must be exposed 

to the HiL box which is not always feasible.  

The proposed method uses MT techniques to implement the injection of faults. However, the Simulink lan-

guage and its features allows for a much simpler solution by embedding the sabotage blocks immediately in the 

parametrized fault library block or by using code generation. We have several reasons not to do this. The most 

important reason is that our method is generic and not depending on language features such as hierarchy, scripting 

and parametrization. Not relying on such language features but using the generic approach of MT allows us to 

port the technique to other formalisms and tools. As each formalism is modelled using a type-model or meta-

model, the generic technique of ramification can be applied to the meta-model and MTs can be created for this 

language. The added benefit of the explicit transformation is that the intermediate model can more easily be ana-

lyzed for additional properties such as timing or memory consumption. Finally, it also helps in extending the fault 

library more easily. When using the hierarchy with scripting approach, the expert needs to create scripts in a 

possibly new language. When using code generation, code generation capabilities of the block have to be altered 

which is in the solution domain, rather than in the problem domain. The transformation approach is probably 

closest to the mental model of the expert and thus most appropriate.   

6 Related work 

Methods in [29] and [30] are the closest approach to our framework. This tool tries to use model-based FI at 

the beginning level of design to decrease the cost. The main advantage of this tool is providing minimal cut set 

for hardware-based FI and software-based FI. MODIFI does this by inspiration of hardware fault types. Our 

framework hasn’t provided minimal cut set, but it has two more advantages. First, we considered software FI 

method as well as hardware FI. We have code inserting and code drop as well as latency (it could be considered 

as shared fault type between hardware-based and software based). Secondly, our framework covers a wide sweep 

range for each parameter of fault types. The user can set start point, end point and steps for sweeping data and 

latency which enables the user to have a better evaluation of dependency while MODIFI covers only 30 different 

faults. In [31] authors try to combine software-based technique with model-based FI separately. So, this work 

doesn’t cover different aspect of FI, but they focused more on efficiency.  

7  Conclusion and Future Work 

For having a fast FI-based for dependability evaluation, there are three main approaches: (i) workload-based 

FI [32-33], (ii) sample-spread-based FI [9, 34], or (iii) introducing error behavioral functions [35] and we are 

going to use these techniques and combine them to framework to increase efficiency. 

 In addition, we are going to determine fault types and their values in a matured approach based on system 

dynamic feature, system architecture and cut set analysis. Adding these techniques will enable user and framework 

to choose fault wisely in model and increase fault coverage of system as well as fast instrumentation.   

Also, in current framework, one fault per model is implemented and triggered. A better approach is that a 

framework does not limit the user to inject faults. In the next version, we try to add capability of mix FI and 

activation.   

In conclusion, for each type of fault in hardware and software level of design there are a lot of tools, platforms 

and environments which focus on one or several fault types. You can find them in [36], but there is no such 

comprehensive environment to automate process specially in beginning of development.  
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